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Greetings John,
This is a short note to assist in clarifying any confusion re ACF’s claim over tailings
management requirements at the Ranger uranium mine in the NT and the applicability of
this standard across the range of operations of Australian uranium miners.
Attached for your reference and to make your search for documentation a bit easier is the
front page and relevant excerpt of the Ranger mines Environmental Requirements (ER’s).
I would imagine the Committee could easily access these via the Supervising Scientist unit
of the Environment Department.
There is no doubt or question of fact here – Energy Resources of Australia as part of its
operating authority at Ranger has “to ensure the tailings are physically isolated from the
environment for at least 10,000 years” and that “any contaminants arising form the tailings
will not result in any detrimental environmental impacts for at least 10,000 years”.
ACF’s contention is simple: this is the law and the standard expected and applied in
Australia – given the Australian Uranium Association and the Australia‐Africa Mining
Industry Group both state that their members are happy to apply Australian standards to
their African operations this is the standard that should apply. Paladin Energy’s
presentation failed to convey this.
I trust that this is of assistance and would welcome you clearing up any misconceptions on
the regulatory framework to help inform the Committee’s consideration of these issues.
Also I would greatly appreciate a copy of any written or on‐notice responses to the issues
and recommendations raised in ACF’s submission – eg/ I note that Bruce Harvey from Rio
Tinto undertook to provide such yesterday.
Thanks and all best wishes for your and the Committee’s work,
Dave
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